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NWR– Road Improvement/Expansion Project

• Since 2015 the Shire has been lobbying the Main Roads WA 
Regional Road Group (RRG) for funding to undertake road 
improvement works on North Walpole Road. 

• In the 2016/17 financial year some $45,000 was allocated by 
RRG and the Shire for a feasibility study. The feasibility study 
included such things as geology, topography, traffic surveys, 
traffic volume and speed, crash history, road safety audit, 
engineering surveys and assessments and identification of 
potential roadside obstructions including vegetation. 

• This study was instrumental in receiving significant funding for 
the 2017/18 program of works for North Walpole Rd.



NWR reconstruction project 2017/18



NWR reconstruction project 2017/18

• 2017/18 Council and MRWA/RRG funded section is SLK 0.0 – 1.3.

• Road upgrade as per the RRG funding is 6m seal with 1m shoulder 
either side – resulting in a pavement of 8m. Overall works area is 
approx. 12m to include drainage aspects.

• Funding sought on the basis of safety due to poor geometry, sight 
distances, safety issues and type of use including heavy haulage, 
cyclist and pedestrians.



NWR reconstruction project 2017/18

• Application for vegetation clearing works with Department of Water 
and Environmental Regulation (DWER) in May 2017. Vegetation 
clearing permits are required in order to remove all or any vegetation 
(grasses, shrubs and/or trees) necessary to complete works. 

• DWER ask that full area of removal is given with an approximation of 
how many trees are to come out – 1.9ha (approx. 16 trees). 

• To undertake the road reconstruction works on North Walpole Rd, 
some vegetation clearing works required to enable the road to be 
constructed in accordance with Australian, Austroads and Main Roads 
WA standards.



NWR reconstruction project 2017/18

• The permit was granted by DWER on 8 Nov 2017 with a 21 day appeals 
period. 

• During the appeals period two appeals objecting the vegetation clearing 
were received by the public to DWER regarding the proposed vegetation 
clearing. 

• The Shire was notified by the “Office   of Appeals Convenor” under the 
'Environmental   Protection Act 1986'   of the appeals on 1 December 2017. 
Shire Officers  rang DWER  to ask for reconsideration  on the grounds that 
the amount of vegetation proposed to be removed had been significantly  
reduced and that  any  removal  was  for the  safety  of those  travelling  
along  North Walpole Rd. 

• From this the Appeals Convenor will consider the appeal.



NWR reconstruction project 2017/18

• The Appeals Convenor aims to have 80% of appeal reports submitted to 
the Minister for Environment within 60 days of receiving a final response. 

• Even if vegetation clearing was approved within the time frame, works will 
be not be able to proceed on North Walpole Rd until April 2018. This is 
outside the Shire's normal road construction period, given the local 
climatic and soil conditions. As such the Shire cannot complete the works 
within the financial year.

• Under the RRG funding agreement, funds that cannot be acquitted by 30 
June 2018 are to be either reallocated to another project within the RRG 
program, carried forward to next financial year or entirely relinquished 
back into the RRG funding body.

• The Shire requested that RRG carry forward the remaining Shire allocation 
for North Walpole Rd to 2018/19. RRG determined to reallocate the funds 
to another Shires project that was eligible under the funding agreement, a 
pre-approved RRG project and extension to an existing 2017/18 project.



NWR reconstruction project 2017/18

• The Shire/RRG $450,000 funded road improvement project could

not proceed.

• This section of road (SLK 0.0. to 1.3) has now been deferred to the

end of the program, ie 10 years

• July 2018 the draft permit was received from DWER for North

Walpole Road 2017/18 section.



NWR reconstruction project 2017/18

• July 2018 one of

the controversial

trees in the first

section of North

Walpole Road

reconstruction

was been

ringbarked by

unknown persons.



NWR reconstruction project 2018/19



NWR reconstruction project 2018/19

• Council and MRWA/RRG approve budget for NWR SLK 2.0 to 3.26. 

• Advance discussion and meetings with stakeholders.

• Purpose Clearing Permit application sent to DWER 11 June 2018–
Purpose of clearing was indicated to be “for road safety and drainage 
construction”

• Community advised of permit application via Council meetings 
(informal) and newspaper and Shire website.

• Permit granted 23 October 2018.



NWR reconstruction project 2018/19

• November 2018 - 15 trees marked for removal. That permit allows for 
0.74 ha, including approximately 12 tress to be cleared. There are 
likely more than 15 ribbons on trees as number of trees are multi-
stemmed.

• On site meetings November 2018.

• Redesign was carried out three times in order to appease community. 

• Vegetation clearing carried out January 2019. Total of 6 trees 
removed.

• Roadworks commenced February 2019.

• Project complete within budget and time frame.



NWR reconstruction project 2019 to 2022

• Clearing permits sought in 
advance of the design 
works due to the 
extended time frame they 
take.

• Vegetation clearing 
application to consider 
next 3 years worth of 
project work.

• Application for 10.35 ha 
including approx. 50 trees.

• Community engagement 
plan currently prepared.



Summary

• Consultation is critical, though does not guarantee desired outcomes.

• ‘Considered’ Design with an emphasis on retaining vegetation, where 
possible, while aiming to achieve road design and construction 
standards (though often not achieved).

• Re-design may be required.

• Expect or allow for additional time required.

• These ‘extra’ costs must be accounted for as BAU for project 
management.

• Regard must be given to inability to meet standards for 
shoulders/drains and 6m clear zone with this approach.


